INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
The interdepartmental thematic research digest "Animal Breeding and Genetics" is
listed in the Catalogue of academic professional publications of Ukraine, approved by
the Presidium of the Higher Attestation Commission from 14.04.2010 № 1-05/3 and is
a professional publication in the agricultural fields of science.
Overview, experimental and methodological articles are accepted for publication in
the digest. Submitted materials must be relevant, original, without previous
publications, stylistically and orthographically edited. Thematically, an article must
comply with one of the sections of the digest: breeding and selection, genetics,
biotechnology, reproduction, preservation of animal biodiversity.
By submitting an article to the digest "Animal Breeding and Genetics", the author
gives his consent to the placement of the published articles in scientometric databases,
which the publication will be included to.
PROCEDURE FOR MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION
The article manuscript is submitted to the editorial office in Ukrainian, Russian or
English in two paper copies (one of them signed by each of the authors) and on
electronic media or sent as a separate file to the Executive Secretary's e-mail box. Each
article undergoes an obligatory review. If there are commentary remarks the author
finalizes the article, highlighting the corrected text with a diffirent color in the
electronical version of the article, sent to the author by e-mail. After the publishing
layout authors sign the articles for print, the article is signed by the reviewer and the
Executive Secretary for non-resident authors.
ARTICLE FORMATING REQUIREMENTS:
 an experimental article volume, including abstracts and references, - 6–15 pages,
an overview article — no more than 30;
 typed in the text editor Microsoft Word, font Times New Roman, font size 12,
line spacing basic text 1, indent - 1.0 cm, format A-4;
 the font size of captions to images and charts, as well as indexes in formulas are a
size 10;
 top, left and right boarders - 20 mm, bottom - 25 mm;
 portrait page orientation;
 tables are typed directly in Microsoft Word and numbered consecutively, table
width - 100%;
 formulas are typed up in the equation editor Microsoft Equation, accessible
Word;
 images are inserted in the text in the JPG format;
 the list of references is given at the end of the article in the order of mention in
the text or in alphabetical order of authors or titles. Ordinal numbers of references are in
brackets.

ARTICLE MANDATORY COMPONENTS






UDC.
ARTICLE TITLE (bold capital letters).
AUTHOR'S INITIALS AND SURNAME ('S) (bold capital letters).
Е-mail of the author responsible for the correspondence.
Name of the institution, which the work came from (in the case of multiple
authors, who work in different institutions, institutions must be marked with the
numbers 1, 2, 3 ... and according to the numbering put numbers next to the names
of the authors), city, country (normal font);
 Address, that includes the name of the country and the city, complete address
information, along with the postal address. If submitted in the English language
the name of the street is given through transliteration.
 The main text is preceded by a summary in three languages - Ukrainian, English
and Russian: name, initials and surnames, the material and methods of research,
main results and conclusions (7-15 lines) (in italics).
 Key words are listed after each summary (from 5 to 10 words or phrases in
regular font).
 The section of the article should start with the following headings in bold:
Introduction — the problem in general, its relevance and scientific significance;
analysis of recent international and national publications which touch upon finding the
solution to this problem and which the auhtor relies upon; highlight priorly unsolved
aspects of the general problem which the article is devoted to; the formulation of goals
and objectives of the research, problem statement;
Materials and methods of research - institutions or enterprises, where the study and
collection of materials were conducted; description of the research outline; methods and
techniques used in the work; methods of statistical analysis.
Research results - statement of the results of research, basic materials, their analysis,
discussion and recommendations for further scientific studies.
Conclusions.
Credits (if necessary) - formal expression of gratitude to individual organizations and
individuals, who contributed to the organization and conduct of scientific research,
provided advice on improving the manuscript and so on.
 REFERENCES should be stated in order of citation or in alphabetical order
of authors or titles. The bibliographic description of used sources is presented according
to the requirements of GOST 7.1:2006. In case of five or more authors in a reference
source, it is accepted to state three authors and [etc].
 A list of references, which duplicates the list of sources in the main list, but is
formatted in accordance with the requirements of international databases must be
submitted as a seperate block (REFERENCES). Namely, transliteration must be made
for all the sources, which use the Cyrillic alphabet in the main list, and the name of the
publication in which it is published must be translated into English. In addition, if the
above literature sources has five or more authors, the list must indicate the names of all
authors, without exception. Punctuation must be in accordance with foreign

bibliographic standards. If List 1 has links to foreign publications, they are repeated in
List 2, but punctuation marks are applied accoding to foreign bibliographic standards.
You can make use of the site http://www.translit.ru, which offers free of charge
transliteration of Russian texts and http://www.translit.kh.ua for transliteration of
Ukrainian text into Latin. The programs are very simple, and easy to use for references
and transliteration of different parts of descriptions. After selecting the system BGN a
an example, we get a picture of all the relevant letters. We paste the entire text of the
bibliography into a specail field and press the "Into translyt", in the second program into
Ukrainian - " Convert ". Then we make the necessary changes and additions.
Sample design of the bibliographic description.
For articles in Cyrillic:
List 1 (as required by GOST 7.1:2006)
Long-term benefit of postconditioning / Thibault H.[et al.] // Circulation.– 2008.– Vol.
117 (8).– P. 1037–1044.
List 2 (as required by Scopus)
Thibault H, Piot C, Staat P, Bontemps L, Sportouch C, Rioufol G, Cung TT,
Bonnefoy E, Angoulvant D, Aupetit JF, Finet G, Andre-Fouet X, Macia JC, Raczka F,
Rossi R, Itti R, Kirkorian G, Derumeaux G, Ovize M. Long-term benefit of
postconditioning. Circulation 2008;117(8):1037–1044.
Dear authors!
To improve the efficiency of the review and publication of articles, as well as to
garantee the digest's entry to the international scientometric system as of March 24,
2014 all articles must be sent to the e-mail of the publishing: irgtvudav@ukr.net.
In addition, articles in the printed form signed by all authors should be sent to the
publisher.
When formating the publications make use of the updated requirements for
articles, published in this issue of the digest.
Please note that the citation index of your publications in international
information databases will depend on how closely you follow the requirements.
The editors of the scientific digest are not responsible for the content of the
articles and the likelihood of the presented data, but reserve the right to select,
recommend and comment the content of submitted materials. Articles formated contrary
to the rules will not be registered or considered.
SUPPLEMENTING MATERIALS TO THE ARTICLE:
 review by a leading scientist in this field, a Candidate (for authors without a
scientific degree and post-graduate) or Ph.D.;
 contact information - be sure to specify the full name, middle name, postal and email addresses, phone number, academic degree, academic rank, post of the article's
author responsible for correspondence. Provide in three languages ( Ukrainian , English

and Russian ) the surname, name and middlename of all authors of the article, name of
the institution in which they work, city, academic degree, academic rank, post, and
contact details. Authors are responsible for the spelling of surnames. Please note that the
statistics of citing publications in international scientometric systems depends on the
correctness of data representation.
The postal address of the editorial office:
Institute of Animal Breeding and Genetics NAAS
Str. Pogrebnyak 1, vill. Chubinskoe, Boryspil district, Kiev region., Ukraine
08321 E-mail: irgtvudav@ukr.net Telephones for inquiries: (04595) 30-045, 30-041

